[Quality management: protocols for reporting in-hospital emergencies. Comparison of two methods].
10-20% of hospitalized patients experience adverse events, becoming clinically relevant in emergency situations (ES). Many studies have confirmed deficits in both organizational and professional aspects of care when responding to acute illness. These may result in a worsening outcome. A detailed reporting of acute intervention is necessary to make possible the detailed analysis of such situations and thus optimize the management of ES. It was the aim oft this study to compare the precision achieved in documenting ES using an in-hospital emergency protocol (IHEP), specifically developed for documentation of ES, with that using a standard anesthesia protocol (SAP), to prove which format would reflect the facts of the ES in better detail. All IHEP documented in hospital emergencies between 2005 and 2007 were retrospectively analysed in order to compare them with ES documented by SAP during the same period of time. 200 protocols (52 IHEP and 146 SAP were included. Due to a lack of adequate structuring the conventional anesthesia protocols reported most details of ES in plain text. In comparison IHEP documentation allowed a more detailed, precise and complete documentation of ES. IHEP, designed according to the well known DIVI out-of-hospital emergency protocol, seems to be superior to using an SAP. Using IHEP is practicable and results in well documented data of ES, both medical and legal aspects of documentation are regarded. Retrospective analysis to improve ES performance is quite feasible when using HIP.